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Background
Gene annotation is the first and most important step in
analyzing a genome. As an increasing number of species
are being sequenced and assembled to various degrees
of completion, two key questions are: how does the
quality of the assembled sequence affect gene annota-
tion? What is the impact on scientists using the
annotation?
Results
We compared the gene annotations produced with the
GNOMON [1] annotation pipeline for two Bos taurus
genome assemblies produced at the University of Mary-
land [2,3]. We find that the changes to the assembly from
one release to the next, which were quite substantial,
made significant differences in the gene sets and gene
structures, and implicitly the predicted proteins. The
annotation was affected by the availability of new gene
evidence and by seemingly rare genome mis-assembly
events and local sequence variations. For instance,
although the later assembly is generally superior, hun-
dreds of protein coding genes in the earlier assembly are
missing from the annotation of the later genome, and
~15% (~3600) of the genes have complex structural dif-
ferences between the two assemblies. In addition, 15-20%
of the predicted proteins have relatively large sequence
differences when compared to their Ref-seq models.
Conclusions
These findings highlight the consequences of genome
quality on gene annotation, and argue for continued
improvements in a genome sequence until it is truly
finished. They also demonstrate the challenges that con-
front a biologist when tracking a gene of interest
between different assembly versions. In addition, these
analyses have helped us identify specific loci for
improvement, which will benefit the user community of
the Bos taurus genome.
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